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The true value of the studies have not been realized by the majority
of both Black and white scholars as well as lay people. James E. Conyers
in his introduction to the reprint of The Negro American Family states:
The writer of this introduction looked through several
other books on the Negro family in America to see if the work
of Du Bois 'The Negro Family in America" is cited or recog¬
nized. The answer is negative. The prototype of works on
the Negro family in America, E. Franklin Frazier's The Negro
Family in the United States indicates no awareness of Du Bois's
publication, though Frazier's classic book was written some
thirty years later.^
In support of Mr. Conyers's statement a few history books written by
Blacks were examined by this researcher, and among others the following
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failed to mention the Atlanta University Conferences/Studies:
The Negro Pilgrimage in America— C. Eric Lincoln
Although he mentions Du Bois he does not mention the studies.
This deficiency extends to the chronology included in the back
of the book where events of history of Black people is listed.
It should be noted he excludes the works of other scholars
(or contributors to intellectual advancement) such as Frazier
and Delaney.
The Negro in the Making of America-- Benjamin Quarles
Du Bois is mentioned but in other contexts than that
at Atlanta University. Not only is his work at Atlanta
^W.E.B. Du Bois, The Negro American Family (Cambridge: M.I.T.
Press, 1970), p. XV.
^It should be noted that John Hope Franklin does mention the studies
in his book Up From Slavery. This was one of only a few found.
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University not mentioned, but Atlanta University as an
institution is not mentioned.
Black Sociologists, a business endeavor of Bracy, Meier and Rudwick,
cite a further example of the failure to recognize Dr. Ou Bois as well
as the Atlanta University Studies.
The American Journal of Sociology, founded at the Uni-
versity of Chicago in 1895, devoted many pages to social
welfare problems. But it clearly considered Du Bois's work
of minor importance. It ignored the monumental piece of
research. The Philadelphia Negro, and during the sixteen
years Du Bois was associated with the Atlanta Publications,
only two were reviewed in the Journal
The Journa1 was, however very receptive to the publication of racist litera-
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ture.
To support the already adequately established rationale, and to bring
the lack of proper attention being paid to Dr. Du Bois and the Atlanta
University Studies, it should be noted that the thesis topics of the
Atlanta University Department of Sociology have been woefully void. From
1896 to 1910 he was an instructor at Atlanta University in History and
Economics. He served as both an instructor and chairman of the Sociology
Department of Atlanta University for the period 193^-1944. Yet in 1972
only two theses have examined the theoretical framework and contributions
of Dr. Du Bois. It is hoped this paper, although as compared to the
potential multiplicity of areas and approaches to Dr. Du Bois, will serve
as an impetus to future study by students of Sociology, particularly at
Atlanta University.
^John H. Bracy, August Meier, Elliot Rudwig, ed.. Black Sociologists?




The Scope and Limitation of the Study
The following study Is an examination of phase two of the Atlanta
University Social Studies 1907-1913* Prior to the discussion of phase two,
a brief discussion of (1) the background to the total series of studies
will be provided; as well as (2) an examination of the impetus for the
series of studies; and (3) examine the theoretical framework of W. E. B.
Du Bois as it relates to sociological study.
Several things hindered the complete examination of the subject.
The major two are insufficient time and lack of sufficient supportive-
evaluative material. The second point was further discussed in the
category at the beginning of the introduction.
Review of the Literature
Because of the lack of attention given to the studies, it logically
follows that there has been little evaluative literature written by others
on the subject.
From various books written by or about W. E. B. Ou Bois, the follow¬
ing comments were made about the studies. Bergman and Bergman in the
Chronological History of the Negro in America believes that the Atlanta
University Studies "...represented the first real sociological research
in the South."'
In a reprint of the book. The Negro American Family, James E. Conyers
discusses the obvious obscuring of some of the works of W. E. B. Du Bois
(particularly the Atlanta University Studies) in his statement:
The too well known debate between Du Bois and Booker T.
'Peter M. Bergman and Mort N. Bergman, The Chronological History of
the Negro in America (New York: New American Library, 1969), p. 100.
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Washington in his early career and his later radical
rejection of American institutions tend to obscure the
pioneering social scientist who not only helped begin
the systematic study of the Negro American, in the Atlanta
University monograph series that extended from I898 to
1914 (The Negro American Family appearing about midway, in
1908), but also brought to those beginnings the hipest
credentials of American scholarship.^
Included in the Atlanta University Publication #11, are comments
made by the press from I896 to I906. A select few of those comments fol¬
low. Although the comments are directed to a particular time span of
studies there is sufficient reason to believe the same comments are
applicable to the second period of publication.
Boston Transcript, July 8, I896,
Atlanta University, Atlanta, Ga., has undertaken
a new and most important work for the benefit of the
colored people living in cities.
U. $. Bulletin of Labor, May, 1897
Great credit is due to the investigators for their
work in the investigation.
London Spectator. March 3I» 1900
The future of the Negro population of the United
States is a problem charged with such serious possi¬
bilities that any light which can be shed upon it by an
examination of present conditions and tendencies deserves
a most cordial welcome. This work is being done with
much intelligence, discrimination and assiduity at the
instance and under the inspiration of the Atlanta Uni-
versity.
Publications of the Southern Hi story Association, 1901-1904
Most admirable investigations into this vast ethnic
problem.
A most capital piece of work on that mighty race
question.... It goes without saying that we have a most
competent study based on careful historical research.
1The Negro American Family, op. cit.. P* vi i.
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The best scientific work on the Negro question of the
last two or three years.
Dial. May 16, 1902
These studies of the Negro problem which are being made
with so much intelligence by Atlanta University are of great
sociological and educational value, and deserve to be widely
examined.
Boston Herald. February 24, 1903
It is not easy to estimate too highly the series of yearly
reports that are coming from Atlanta University relative to
the condition of the Negro population of the country. They are
social studies that treat of matters about which there is to be
found nowhere else so carefully gathered and trustworthy infor¬
mation.
Outlook, May 7» 1903
No student of the race problem, no person who would either
think or speak upon it intelligently, can afford to be
ignorant of the facts brought out in the Atlanta series of
sociological studies of the conditions and the progress of
the Negro.
New York Evening Post, July 3» 1905
The only scientific studies of the Negro question being
made today are those carried on by Atlanta University.1
^Atlanta University Publications #11-18, Atlanta University, Atlanta,
Georgia, pp. 111-112.
CHAPTER II
THE WHAT AND WHY OF THE ATLANTA
UNIVERSITY SOCIAL STUDIES
The What of the Studies
The Atlanta University Conferences/Studies "...were designed at
first to be centers of propaganda to bring the conditions of city Negroes
before the public, just as Hampton and Tuskegee emphasized the needs of
farmers.'*^ What it in fact turned out to be was the beginning of the
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scientific study of social needs of Negroes.
The first conference was drafted by George Bradford, a trustee of
Atlanta University. It emphasized health problems of the Negro. Fol¬
lowing the model of Tuskegee and Hampton it was thus primarily a group
of meetings of inspiration, directed toward specific efforts at social
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reform and propaganda for social uplift. During the development of the
first conference W.E.B. Du Bois was invited to become a part of the
Atlanta University faculty (teaching history and political science) and
to take charge of subsequent conferences. Upon accepting the invitation.
Dr. Du Bois sought to make the future conferences the pivots for scientific
^Meyer Weinberg, ed.. The W. E. B. Du Bois Reader (New York: Harper
and Row Publishers, 1970), p. 197.
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Ibid.
E. B. Du Bois, Autobiography of W.E.B. Du Bois (New York: Inter¬
national Publishers, 1971), p. 2l4.
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investigation into social conditions. He "put no special emphasis on
special reform effort, but increasing and widening emphasis on the col¬
lection of a basic body of fact concerning the social condition of American
Negroes, endeavoring to reduce that condition to exact measurement when¬
ever or wherever occasion permitted."'^
Scientific work must be subdivided, but conclusions which
affect the whole subject must be based on a study of the whole.
One cannot study the Negro in freedom and come to general con¬
clusions about his destiny without knowing his history in
slavery. A vast set of problems having a common centre must,
too, be studied according to some general plan....^
The original plan of Dr. Du Bois was to have a set of subject studies
which would be updated and examined more comprehensively every decade. He
strove to continue research "until gradually a foundation of carefully
ascertained facts would build a basis of knowledge, broad and sound enough
3
to be called scientific in the best sense of that term." In doing this
research each subject area would necessarily be continuous with the mere
placing emphasis (as far as publication is concerned) on a particular
subject each year. Thus the first decade produced:
1896: Mortality among Negroes in Cities
1897s Social and Physical Condition of Negroes in Cities
1898: Some Efforts of Negroes for Social Betterment
1899s The Negro in Business
I9OO: The College-Bred Negro
1901: The Negro Common School
1902s The Negro Artisan
1903s The Negro Church
1904s Notes on Negro Crime
1905s A Select Bibliography of the American Negro.
At the close of the first decade. Or. Du Bois explaineds "I then
^Autobiography of W.E.B. Du Bois, op. cit., p. 215.
2
Julius Lester, The Seventh Son (New York: Random House, 1971),
p. 238.
3
Autobiography of W.E.B. Du Bois, op. cit.. p. 215.
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essayed for the second decade a broader program, more logical, more
inclusive, and designed to bring the whole subject matter into a better
integrated whole. But continued lack of funds and outside diversions (like
the request of the Carnegie Institution of 1907 for a study of co>operation)
kept even the second decade from the complete logic of arrangement which
I desired."^ The studies of the second decade are:
1906 Negro Health and Physique (continuation of Mortali ty
study)
1907 Economic Co-operation Among Negro Americans (required
by the fiscal agent)
1908 The Negro American Family (an extension phase of the
1896 and 1906 studies)
1909 Efforts for Social Betterment Among Negro Americans
1910 The College Bred Negro
1911 The Negro Common School
1912 The Negro American Artisan
1913 Morals and Manners Among Negro Americans (extension
of the study of the Negro church).
The Why of the Studies
Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois in a speech delivered before the American Academy
of Political and Social Science in 1897 stated:
...the phenomena of society are worth the most careful
and systematic study, and whether or not this study may
eventually lead to a systematic body of knowledge
deserving the name of science, it cannot in any case fail
to give the world a mass of truth worth the knowing.^
He further states the United States of America is a young country and
thus provides sociologists with an ideal laboratory for such study.
The rapid rise of a young country, the vast social
changes, the wonderful economic development, the bold
^Lester, o£. cit., p. 215.
2lbid.
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political experiments, and the contact of varying moral
standards—a11 these make for American students crucial
tests of social action, microcosmic reproductions of
long centuries of world history, and rapid—even violent--
repetitions of great social problems.^
Speaking specifically of the study of the Negro^ Dr. Du Bois states:
In one field however,--and a field perhaps larger than
any other single domain of social phenomena, there does not
seem to have been awakened as yet a fitting realization of the
opportunities for scientific inquiry. This is the group of
social phenomena arising from the presence in this land of
eight million persons of African descent.3
Why study the conditions of the Negro? Thomas Jefferson in the late
1700's/ear1y iSOO's complained that the real conditions of the Negro had
never been studied, thus it could be hazardous to make general conclusions
about the group. This statement, although spoken a century previous was
still valid in 1897. W.E.B. Du Bois states most studies as of 1897 could
be criticized as a whol.e on three particular points; (1) They have not
been based on a thorough knowledge of details; (2) They have been unsys-
tematical; (3) They have been uncritical. "In few subjects have historians
been more content to go on indefinitely repeating current traditions and
uninvestigated facts.Du Bois argues that the presence of those eight
million people of African descent present a set of uniquely Black social
problems.3 The American system has refused to admit them to participate
wholly in the American life, thus problems have developed. Dr. Du Bois
^Ibid.
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Note that the words Negro and Black will be used interchangeably.
^Lester, o£. cit., pp. 229-230.
^Ibid., p. 238.
^Social problems are defined as the failure of an organized social
group to realize its group ideals, through the inability to adapt a
certain desired line of action to given conditions of life.
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sets down three reasons for the study of the Negro problems: (1) To
distinguish between the different and distinct problems affecting his
race. (2) To seek to know and measure carefully all forces and condi¬
tions that go to make up the different problems^ as well as to examine
the historical development of the conditions and discover any potential
future trends of development. (3) The Negro deserves study for the
great end of advancing the cause of science in general. "No such oppor¬
tunity to watch and measure the history and development of a great race
of men ever presented itself to the scholars of a modern nation."^
The Theoretical Framework of W.E.B. Du Bois
Although whites did not really respond to his appeal for the endow¬
ment of funds to the sociological research of the Negro, Dr. Du Bois never
theless
...embarked alone upon an ambitious plan to investigate the life
of the black cotrmunity. Considering that the University was
a struggling and impoverished institution, it is a tribute
to Ou Bois's determination as both a social scientist and a
social reformer that between 1897 and 1914 he actually super¬
vised the preparation of sixteen Atlanta University sociological
monographs on topics ranging from the black family through the
Negro church and Negro education to black economic and business
development.2
To Dr. Du Bois the study of the Negro falls into two major categories
"which though difficult to separate in practice must for the sake of
logical clearness, be kept distinct:" (1) The study of the social group
(2) The study of his peculiar social environment. In studying the Negro





as a social group he divides the study into four (though he admits "not
exactly logical but seemingly practical") divisions: (1) Historical
study—colonial statutes* records* reports and publications; (2) statis¬
tical investigation; (3) anthropological measurement—which includes the
scientific study of the Negro body; (4) sociological interpretation--




There are certain characteristics and procedural patterns which
remain constant throughout the series of studies. As discussed in Chapter
I, Du Bois considers four major divisions in the study of the Negro as
a social group. Without exception all four categories are included in
each of his studies in phase two. The first study. Health and Physique
of the Negro American, deals in depth with the anthropological aspect of
the Negro. Du Bois makes use of statistics and records to support or
enhance all of his basic theses.
Additionally, preceding each study is an extensive bibliography of
literature relating to that particular area of study.
The Studies
Publication 11: The Health and Physique of the Negro American
The discussion of the health and physique of the Negro American is
divided into 43 specialized areas. Dr. Du Bois devotes the first few
pages to an examination of the "Races of Man" as seen by researchers W. Z.
Ripley and G. Sergi. The major theme of the discussion put forth by the
two researchers was the European stock emanated from the Africanoid type,
and subsequently the cradle of life rests in Africa. Ripley explained:
12
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“The European races, as a whole, show signs of a secondary or derived
origin; certain characteristics, especially the texture of the hair,
lead us to class them as intermediate between the extreme primary types
of the Asiatic and the Negro races respectively."' Sergi concludes:
1) That the primitive populations of Europe originated
in Africa.
2) The basin of the Mediterranean was the chief center
of the movement whence the African migration reached
central and northern Europe.
3) From this great Eurafrican stock came—
(a) The present inhabitants of northern Africa.
(b) The Mediterranean race.
(c) The Nordic or Teutonic race.
4) The primitive civilization of Europe is Afro- ^
Mediterranean, becoming eventually Afro-European.
Having established the genesis of the races of man, an examination of
the “Negro Race" is made. Dr. Du Bois argues: “The human species so
shade and mingle with each other that not only indeed is it impossible to
draw a color line between black and other races, but in all physical
characteristics the Negro race cannot be set off by itself as absolutely
different."^ Although there are not physical characteristics of the Negro
which can be set off as absolute differences, there are certain predominant
characteristics. These are color, hair, and feature.^ Ripley explains
the color variation among the human species is not anatomical (since there






are no anatomical differences among humans)^ but is physiological. All
humans have pigmentation deposits. The dark skin comes from large deposits
of pignentation which are partially caused by the climate. As for hair,
there are two types which are generally attributed to particular groups:
crisp, curly is Negro, and stiff wiry is Asiatic.
A brief discussion of the contributions of members of the Negro Race
is included under the broad category "Negro Race". According to Dr.
Du Bois, "the primitive culture of the mass of civilized Africans long ago
reached a high grade.It is believed iron was introduced in Africa by
Africans, and probably the logical extension was the introduction of
smelting. Dr. Franz Boas, in a commencement speech at Atlanta Univer-
sity, cited other achievements of Africans: (1) Zulu tribes knowledge
of military science; diplomacy; (2) organization of kingdoms; (3) effi¬
cient record keeping methods—in I85O archives existed in the Sudan;
(4) barter-marketing developments including native money; (5) judicial
procedures; (6) artistic pieces of carving, basketry, blacksmith wares,
(lances, axes). In summary he states: "In short, wherever you look you
find a thrifty people, full of energy, capable of forming large states.
Dr. Du Bois explains the reason African culture did not go higher (i.e.,
achieve more) was because of the climate, geography and the slave trade.
The next phase of the study is the Negro brain. It has been the
popular consensus of many theorists that the size of the Negro brain is
considerably smaller than that of the white. Thus, the Negro is inferior,
^Ibid.. p. 19.
^Ibid., pp. 20-21. Date of speech not given.
3lbid.. p. 21.
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incapable of achieving high aspirations, incapable of competing with
whites, and thus not worthy of efforts toward education or social
betterment. Obviously these assumptions are erroneous, and studies are
cited by Dr. Du Bois to repudiate those assumptions.
From the Negro race in Africa comes the Negro American. The trans¬
plantation of the Negro race to America was one of the most tremendous
experiments in race migration the world has ever seen. The Negro American
represents a blending of all African people from the North (Africa) to the
South, as well as a blending of Europeans and Africans.
In America we have, on account of the wide spread
mixture of races of all kinds, one of the most interesting
anthropological laboratories concernable.... And yet no
serious attempt has ever been made to study the physical
appearance and peculiarities of the transplanted Africans
or their millions of descendants.^
Du Bois divides the Negro American into three types: (1) Negro type-*
full blooded, brown Negroes who are full blooded or have less than 1/4
white blood. (2) Mulatto blended 1/2 to 3/4 Negro blood who has Negro
hair and features. (3) Q.uadroon-b1 ended with more than 1/2 but less than
7/8 white blood. (4) White with Negro blood 1/8 or more white blood. To
illustrate the various types he provided photographs and social histories
of 56 students at a particular school. Although there are Quadroons and
"white" Negroes Du Bois is pessimistic about the prospect of extensive
amalgamation of the races. Throughout the "Black World," he predicts:^
(1) Africa will remain predominantly Black for many years.
(2) In the West Indies the whites will absorb the Negro into a
mulatto race.
^Atlanta University Publications: #11-18, op. cit., pp. 28-29.
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(3) In South America the whites will absorb the Negro.
(4) Little amalgamation in the United States in the future.
The real bar to race amalgamation at present in the United States is the
spreading and strengthening determination of the rising educated classes
of blacks to accept no amalgamation except through open legal marriage.
The physical measurements are provided in tables showing size* weight*
age* cephalic index* chest measurements* mental divisions* and dietary
habits. Of the American Negro psychologically* Or. Herbert A. Miller
argues there are no differences among humans. The differences are psy¬
chical and could be caused by temperament. He argues though that there are
particular peculiarities or characteristics among the races. For example
Blacks are known for their innate musical and rhythmic ability as well as
their vivid imagination.
According to Ripley certain races are more susceptible to certain
diseases. Specifically there were (in his time) three diseases peculiar
to whites and civilization: consumption* syphillis and alcoholism.^
Syphillis was almost non-existent in central Africa. It was queried by
2
Ripley that the Europeans brought it to the United States. Negroes are
more susceptible to lung diseases. Reports from the army statistics on
enlisted Negroes may on the surface contradict the statement on syphillis
made by Ripley. The army statistics showed more "colored" men than whites
had VO. Actually chancord was highest for Negroes whereas syphillis and
gonorrhea was highest for whites. The sexual history of whites and blacks




Ripley is contradicted on the point of consumption by data provided
under the heading "mortality". Consumption is cited as one of the major
causes of death among Negroes in Philade1phia> Pennsylvania. The others
are: pneumonia* heart disease and influenza.^ Dr. Du Bois suggests that
although particular races seem more susceptible to certain diseases* social
conditions may be more of the major contributor.
In the area of protective methods in health* insurance necessarily
comes up. Most insurance companies traditionally discriminated against
Negroes* thus causing them to develop their own insurance companies. One
of the major excuses given by whites for discrimination was the high
mortality. A comparison was made among Irish* German* and Scandinavian
born Americans* and it was shown Negroes actually have a lower mortality
rate than any of the other groups. Nevertheless Negroes still had to
develop their own insurance companies as well as hospitals* drug stores*
and trained medical personnel.
Conclusion
Throughout the study* Dr. Du Bois uses statistics extensively. There
is a multiplicity of tables citing figures on physical measurements* sick>
ness* physical handicaps* morbundity rates medical related personnel.
These statistics provide a more comprehensive picture of the health
and physique of the Negro American. Also included are narrative accounts
of difficulties faced by Negroes attempting to obtain training in the
medical profession* as well as practicing often the training is obtained.
Sbid.« p. 87.
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The resolutions and observations which came from the 11th conference
for the study of the Negro problems were as follows:
1. The conference notes an improvement in the health of the
Negro.
2. The Negro race is not inferior.
3. There is a dire need for more hospital personnel,
facilities, and drug stores.
4. The conference recommends:
a. The formation of local health leagues to discriminate
better knowledge of health practices.
b. Efforts should be made to stamp out consumption.
c. The systematic study of the Negro problem.
Publication 12: Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans
The study begins with an explanation of the scope of the study. The
major question being posed in this study is "How far is there and has there
been among Negro Americans a conscious effort at mutual aid in earning a
living?"^ Dr. Du Bois suggests that the concept of "earning a living" is
rather abnormal in that in the less developed races as well as the "fully
developed race" of the future it does/will not occupy as much time and
energy as it does in modern life.
Among the Negro Americans Du Bois suggests the type of co-operation
evident is not always democratic, but rather may be aristocratic or mon¬
archic. What happens is the group chooses a few individuals as leaders
to go forth in economic endeavors. In a sense the group is improving as
the individual improves, e.g., the church may be one of the monarchs.
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This study discusses the various Individual/group efforts of co-operation.
Or. Du Bols begins the examination of economic cooperation In Africa.
He, via excerpts from various researchers' works, cites examples of eco¬
nomic cooperation and the economic base of various tribes and locations In
Afr1ca--e.g. Eastern Soudan (now spelled Sudan) mainly deals In cattle;
Eastern Africa—agriculture, fruit, cattle; South Africa—fruit, agricul¬
ture; Southwestern Congo Basin—sheep, goats, swine, cattle.^ Some of the
African achievements cited were: (1) In the 1800's African huts had
spoons, wooden dishes, milk palls; (2) Zulus melted copper and made wire
In the 1800's; (3) Travellers found some tribes who had not been exposed
to whites had made crosses. (4) In I856 a traveller (Wilson) found natives
In West Africa who could repair American watches. (5) Negroes In Bambana
were found to have manufactured gun powder.
Two excellent examples of economic cooperation are the specialization
but Interdependence of duties assigned to tribe members, and the trade
system established by the Ashanti, and other tribes. Extensive narratives
are provided to Illustrate these trade patterns.
In the West Indies, Negroes were brought as slaves. Unlike In the
United States, however, several African traditions remained Intact. Among
those traditions were: (1) Obe (or Obeah) worship; (2) political autonomy--
as shown In the Maroon settlements; (3) economic development--Negroes were
given land to cultivate and went to the market to trade their wares.
In the American colonies the slaves attempted political autonomy, and
were to an extent permitted to govern themselves (e.g. the New England
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governors)> but In actuality had no power beyond the realm of the Black
community. Burial societies, insurances, and secret societies developed
and continued to exist even during slavery, although much of the activity
had to be clandestine.
In examining the development of economic cooperation. Or. Ou Bois
necessarily begins with the Church. He considers the Negro Church the
first distinctively Negro American institution.' He considers, however,
the slave insurrections the beginning of cooperation; the major impetus
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or forerunner to economic cooperation. A close examination of both the
Church and the insurrections will produce a definite interrelatedness in
that many of the insurrectionists were ministers, and the Church was one
of the few places slaves could assemble.
The Underground Railroad is cited by Ou Bois as a major cooperative
effort. He therefore devotes many pages of narratives which describe
leaders in the railroad, actual trips and sites of Underground Railroad
activities as well as major Negro settlements.
Emancipation is the next major categorical division. Via quotes. Dr.
Du Bois gives a picture of various programs set up after the Civil War
by white officers of the Union Army. The Freedraen's Bureau was specifi¬
cally developed by the government to encourage economic cooperation. Under
the Freedmen's Bureau program, Negroes had their own farms, etc., and could
barter among themselves. General 0. 0. Howard gives a rather descriptive
narrative of economic cooperation of Negroes. He explained,^ however,
'ibid., p. 24.
^Ibid.
^Based on other data on pre-Civil War activities of slaves, this
researcher wonders whether his statement is factual or more a paternal¬
istic fantasy.
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"...they (Negroes) did not seem to understand us when we used to tell
them we wanted them to own land. But it is now an active desire."^
After receiving their freedom, many former slaves banded together
and set up stock companies, cooperative farms, and Negro institutions.
The government taxed them to help pay for the poor, however, they did not
2mind because they felt the government was recognizing them as men.
Concurrent with the ever increasing efforts toward cooperation among
Negro Americans pre- and post-Civil War, there was a migration movement
advocating resettlement in Africa. In 1788 the Negro Union of Newport,
Rhode Island wrote to the African Society of Philadelphia proposing a gen>
eral exodus to Africa.^ Fragments continued to push for migration and
several people went to Africa. Or. Du Bois cites Liberia as the first
example of economic cooperation. "Host of the thinking Negroes of the
United States were, however opposed to emigration to Africa."^ At the
first Negro convention, the Colonization Society (the group advocating
migration to Africa) was denounced and concurrently a resolution was adopted
to settle in tracts in Canada.^ In 1853 a convention was held in Rochester
to discuss emigration* Those favoring emigration to the eastern hemisphere
and those opposed to emigration were excluded. From the meeting came three
suggested major emigration sites: Or. Martin Delaney suggested the Niger




^Ibid., It is interesting to notice the willingness to settle in white
Canada but opposition to settle in Black Africa.
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Valley in Africa; Whitfield suggested Central America; and Bishop Holly
suggested Hayti.
Migration out of the country died down and in its place came an
increasing interest in the newly opening West. States began having conven¬
tions on immigration and emmigration aid groups developed.
The remainder of the study is devoted to an indepth discussion of
various types of cooperation. Once again the church is cited as the first
type. Dr. Ou Bois examines the various denominations, their development,
real estate acquisitions and valuations, as well as financial inputs and
outputs. He describes in-depth some of the departments in selected denomi¬
nations e.g. National Baptist Publication Board. He gives information on
a total of fourteen denominations. A part of the cooperation is the mis¬
sionary departments of each denomination. Many of them had bases in Africa,
West Indies, Canada and Central America.
The second type of cooperation is the school. Or. Ou Bois considers
the school one of two lines of economic cooperation which grew out of the
Church. Although in many instances education of Negroes was against the
law, efforts were still made to develop schools. The Freedmen's Bureau
in 1869 stated:
The Freedmen assist in the support of their schools to
the extent of their ability. As their condition is improved,
their willingness to contribute for education, as they always
have for religious interests, exhibits itself in the largely
augmented amount paid for the support of schools.^
Although the Freedmen's Bureau is considered the developer, "...the state




(carpetbaggers). In 1907 Negro efforts to encourage education take three
forms: church schools, aid to private schools, and aid to public schools.^
A discussion of the extent of support, as well as the type and names of
church schools is found in this category in the study.
Beneficial and Insurance Societies is the third type of cooperation
cited by Du Bois. He explains no full account of beneficial societies
could be given because of the ramifications. He does include, however, a
2
lengthy set of examples of beneficial and secret societies. He also dis¬
cusses insurance societies. As was explained in 'Wealth and Physique..."
Blacks were required to establish their own insurance groups since they
were excluded from white groups. Selected secret societies also had
insurance groups as did churches and schools.
"Cooperative Benevolence", and "Cooperative Business" the fourth type,
discussed larger group endeavors. For example, homes and orphanages are
cited by name, and a few by narratives. The same thing is true for hos¬
pitals, cemeteries, and banks. "During slavery a kind of quasi cooperation
was the buying of freedom by slaves or their relatives."3 Baltimore post-
bellum is examined to show the various businesses which resulted from Freed-
men uniting to provide alternatives to the discriminating white businesses.
Some examples are: (1) the Chesapeake Marine Railway and Dry Dock Co.;
(2) The Afro-American Ledger (newspaper); (3) Douglas Institute (a hall
and place of entertainment; (4) Samaritan Temple (stock company); (5)
Lexington Savings Bank; (6) The Home Shoe Co., and the Lancelot Publishing
4bid.. p. 80.
2Note that a section following the beneficial and insurance societies
is devoted to secret societies which continues the discussion of this sec¬
tion.
^Atlanta University Publications: #11-18. op. cit.. p. 149.
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Company.
The final type of cooperation cited is the group economy. Group
economy is defined as "...a cooperative arrangement of industries and
services within the Negro group that the group tends to become a closed
economic circle largely independent of the surrounding world."' Dr.
Du Bois explains "the new Negro businessmen are not successors of the old;
there used to be Negro businessmen in New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore
catering to white trade. The new businessman caters to colored trade.
Conclusion
Once again Dr. Du Bois includes much statistical as well as quoted
narrative data to support the examination of economic cooperation. A
quote by Or. Du Bois would quite adequately summarize the point and results
of this study:
When one remembers that in every city and town in the
United States where Negroes live a similar cooperative
economy is growing up and developing, one gets in micro¬
cosm a picture of the cooperative development beginning
among Negro Americans.^
From the 12th Conference came the following statements and resolu¬
tions: (1) The economic development of the Negro American is at a critical
state; (2) The reasons for this state is Negroes hesitate at the crossroads;
(a) one way is the selected rich prey on the ignorant masses, (b) the other
is cooperative development; (3) Negroes are continuously thinking, and
being taught to think salvation is in individual riches; (4) Every effort




Publication 13? The Negro American Family
The Negro American family is divided into four parts: marriage, the
home, the economics of the family, and the family group. This study is
developed to examine the foundation, home, economic organization, and
daily life of the Negro American family.
The study begins with a discussion of the marriage custom and ceremony
in various parts of Africa. By the marriage ceremony the family is found.
This is followed by a discussion of the concept "family" among the various
tribes. The two basic types of family are matriarchial and patriarchial.
From Africa the focus shifts to the Anterican colonies during slavery.
Dr. Du Bois points out there virtually was a great disproportionate sex
ratio with males being the preponderant group.^ Upon arriving in the
colonies the slaves attempted to maintain their ancestral mores. One such
more was respect for the male. Ames, a researcher stated "the men extrac-
2
ted a great show of respect from their families." Dr. Du Bois cites
examples and quotes examples of maintained customs. Maintenance of ances¬
tral customs conflicted greatly with the slavery system. "When in any
case these ancestral customs in family, clan, and tribal life could be
preserved, revolt against slavery followed."^ Because of this fact it
became of primary importance to the whites to break down African mores,
as well as institutions. Thus an essential part of slavery became (1) no
legal marriages; (2) no legal fanily; (3) no legal control over children.





these separations are cited in the study.
After an examination of the difficulties encountered in slavery the
study provides data on the sizes and trends of the family. Du Bois sug¬
gests that economic conditions are forcing marriages to occur later in
life (because the individuals must earn enough to survive), labor demands
draw more women to the cities and leave the men in the country.
Or. Du Bois suggests that slavery has developed a system of sexual
mores relatively contrary to "civilized" mores. As a result of the emascu¬
lation of slavery the man in his sexual morals "...is more primitive, less
civilized, in this respect than his surroundings demand, and that his
family life is less efficient for its onerous social duties, his womanhood
less protected, his children more poorly trained."^ There is according to
a teacher in Mississippi, an increasing "...utter disregard of a Black
woman's virtue and self respect, both in law and custom in the South.
The home begins at the logical place--Africa. F. Ratzel, Nassau,
Stanley, Tyler and Schwrenfurth provide descriptions of homes in various
parts of Africa. The shape of the homes range from conical to square, and
from temporary homes (of e.g. the nomads) to permanent homes.
In the West Indies it is said the slaves partially continued the
traditional styles of homes and built their new homes accordingly. Because
of the lack of building materials the homes had no windows, fireplaces or
floor. Conditions got progressively worse as more slaves were imported
into the West Indies.
The slaves in the American colonies had a different type house.
4bid.. p. 37.
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Climate dictated a sturdier home than those made of reeds and leaves.
During the period of slavery three types of home groups evolved. The
first type was the "Patriarchial Group" based upon the feudal system where
the slaves quarters were near the master's house. The bond between master
and slave was legal and economic. The second type is the "Detached Group."
This group is a result of the introduction of the cotton gin which increased
the nunriaer of slaves and broke down the Patriarchial Group. This second
type is a group of slave cabins without the Big House, i.e., removed from
the eye of the roaster only. The house servants stayed in quarters near
the Big House. Thus there is a distance and "middle man" between social
classes, "Absentee Landlordism" is the third type of group. There is
no big house, only a paid overseer. "The homes of the field hands were
filthy hovels where they slept. There was no family life, no meals, no
marriages, no decency, only an endless round of toil and a wild debauch at
Christmas time." "...The Negro home practically disappeared, and the house
was simply a rude inadequate shelter."^
The house of the slave had several characteristics, some of which
carried over into the emancipated period. Specifically, these charac¬
teristics are:
(1) The lack of confort. "...Even to this day, there is a
curious bareness and roughness in the country Negro
home, the remains of an uncouthness which in slavery
times made the house anything but a pleasant lovable
place" writes Dr. Du Bois.^
(2) Lack of hygenic custom. Dr. Du Bois argues every
community has certain hygiene customs, however, in
the case of the slave "...the continuity of Negro
family tradition had been broken down, and the
^Ibid., p. 47.
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traditions of the white environment never
learned.
(3) Lack of thrift or incentive to thrift. This
necessarily existed because of the meagre amounts
slaves jobs. Thievery and cunning could secure
much more than honest cultivation.
(4) Lack of father i.e., lack of authority in the
slave father to govern or protect his family
(5) Absence of the mother. A slave mother could be
taken away from the family, raped, or sold at the
whim of the white group.
A comprehensive examination of the country, village, town and city
home is given in the study. Dr. Du Bois describes each type, gives good
and bad points and ends the examination with a study of eight families
(to include floor plans of the homes). Pictorially he traces the evolu¬
tion of the Negro homes. There are certain "across the board" criticisms
which were applicable to all types of homes, regardless of location.
These were: (1) poor lighting (2) crowding (3) poor ventilation and/or
heating.
The economics of the family examines efforts in Africa and the colonies
toward self sufficiency. Originally in the colonies the slaves were given
plots of land to cultivate. As the number of slaves, and the labor demands
increased the slaves were not able to cultivate their land; and thus whites
began rationing food and clothing to the slaves. In many instances the
food consisted of corn (and little to no meat) and the clothing consisted
of material for one outfit.
Prior to the Civil War farm ownership was limited to a very few
Negroes. In 1900 Negroes owned about 12,000,000 acres of farm land. The




Negroes in 1900 was $300,000,000.^ Additionally a table is provided
by Dr. Du Bois which shows the occupational breakdown of Negroes in
1800 and 1900. The largest percent increase was in nurses and midwives
2
with 272.7% rise. To further support the property value and economic
condition data Dr. Du Bois provides information on the state of Georgia,
tables on income and rent/food expenditures.
The family group as a unit is examined. Dr. Du Bois believes there
is a specific differentiation in classes. "Few modern groups show a
greater internal differentiation in classes. "Few modern groups show
a greater internal differentiation of social conditions than the Negro
American, and the failure to realize this is the cause of much confusion."^
He presents the opportunity to examine these differentiations by providing
social case histories of families in Dougherty County, Georgia, New York
and thirteen families (6 living in the country, and 7 living in the city).
Conclusion
Dr. Du Bois compared the social and economic conditions of the Negro
in the United States. In table form the data was as follows:^
Category Negro U.S. (whites)
Common school training 33*3 8O.O





Ibid., pp. 151-153* Note the percentages are approximated.
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Cateqory Neqro U. S. (whites)
Monogamic sex mores 50.0 90.0
11legitimacy 10.7 44.5
Home Ownerships 46.5 20.3
Illegitimate births 2 25
Publication 14: Efforts for Social Betterment Among Negro
Americans
For the sake of this study efforts for social betterment among Negro
Americans is defined as benevolent efforts, i.e., efforts not designed to
secure direct economic return. The "efforts" being included are those
of Black people directed toward uplift of their own people.^ The only
base from which Dr. Du Bois was able to work was the reports of residents
or recipients of services and/or replies to letters sent by Dr. Du Bois's
staff to various Blacks.
In Africa there has traditionally been efforts for betterment. "If
there is one thing in which the life of the barbarian shows a decided
superiority to that of civilized people, it is in its solution of the
problem of poverty....tribal communism no individual can be poorer than
the tribe.
On the plantation in America few generalizations can be made as to
conditions and efforts for betterment because each plantation was a self
'ibid., p. 9.
^Ibi_d., p. 10.
sufficient monarchy or oligarchy with little state or municipal inter¬
ference. Treatment varied as did slave efforts. The most charitable
work among the slaves was caring for their young and old.
To illustrate the economic conditions of the Negro at the time of
this study, Jacksonville, Florida was analyzed. It was shown that there
were many lawyers, drug stores, sanitarians, etc., and property ownership
(one church owned one square city block in the downtown area). Via tables
Or. Ou Bois gives the property holdings of Negroes in Georgia, Virginia
and North Carolina. The total aggregated property possessed by Blacks in
1908 was 560,000,000.’
The church property as well as population has been steadily increasing.
The various denominations have accumulated wealth and has developed social
betterment programs via clubs and missionary societies. "It is the women
that do the larger part of the benevolent work in Negro churches." Some
of the work is such things as home visits, homes for the aged, orphans,
homeless, youth groups and giving Christmas boxes.
Several questions are posed when considering Negro efforts in educa¬
tion and the schools: (1) What do Negroes pay for their schools? (2) What
benevolent efforts do they make to improve their schools? (3) What has
the benevolence of whites done for the Negro schools? Church schools have
been a larger endeavor for Negroes. The number of church schools and the
amount of money raised are given by Or. Du Bois. Even in public schools
Negroes have had to pay for at least a part of their children's education.
"It is probably true that the Negroes pay possibly a larger percentage
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of the cost of their schools than any other group of poor people in
America."^ In instances where the Negro donating money was wealthy,
"funds” were frequently set up, e.g. John F. Slater Fund; Peabody Fund;
Negro Rural Education Fund; Daniel Hand Fund.
The Negro in college and lay people have worked closely in attempting
to improve their schools and thus the educational level of their people.
Several college students visited jails and conducted extension courses
and kindegarten, "the history of civilization does not show one other
instance of a wholly illiterate race or nation reducing its illiteracy
by one half in a single generation." They also provided travelling
libraries conducting institutes on specific occupational groups and did
settlement work.
"Few races are more instinctively philanthropic than the Negro. It
is shown in every day life and in their group history." There were many
Black philanthropists during thell700's through early 1900's. Dr. Du Bois
lists some of the major ones, among whom were:
(1) Jasmin Thoremazeau - established hospitals.
(2) Joseph Rachel - visited prisoners, lent money and gave
money to the poor.
(3) John Mosley - Donated money to the American Colonization
Society, Connecticut Bible Society, American Education
Society and various other groups.
(4) Primus Parsons Mason - founded Springfield (Mass.) Home
for Aged Men.
(5) Thorny Lafon - donated and developed many charitable homes,
hospitals, etc.
As illustrated in the previous paragraphs, there are many types of
^Reprint of R. R. Wright, Jr., "Self Help in Negro Education,"
p. 30
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benevolences. Du Bois devotes the remainder of the study to descriptions
of the various types and cites some case histories. He lists them as:
Charity
Women's Clubs
Old Folk and Orphanage Homes
Libraries
Young Men's Christian Association
(YMCA)
Hospitals
Social Literary and Art Clubs
Day Nurseries, Kindegartens, Civic
Work, etc.
Dr. Du Bois states "the most characteristic Negro charity is the
home for old people. Nothing than the care for old people."
1
Conclusion
Dr. Du Bois feels the present pattern of the evolution of social
betterment is in the right direction. He does however put forth certain
criticisms as well as suggestions.
1. It is hoped the church will become more institutional and
reformatory, and will call trained social workers to assist
them.
2. The economic foundation of Negro schools should be changed
quickly. Today it rests on public and local efforts of
Negro, general charity and endowment. It should be on
general local taxation and government grants.
3. Women's clubs have been tremendous both in educational
value and actual accomplishments. The clubs should be
increased.
4. Old folks homes, orphanages, and hospitals are greatly needed.
5. Rescue work among women, children and men are needed.
6. The Negroes are artistic. Much can be done with art and
literature but Negroes have not been given ample opportunity.
7. There is a great need for day nurseries, social settlements
and kindergartens, together with other social up lift programs
are needed.




Publication 15: The College-Bred Negro American
This study examines the Negro colleges and their products—"college-
bred Negroes." For the sake of analysis Dr. Du Bois divides the Negro
colleges into three grades:
(1) First grade co11ege--has more than 14 units of entrance
requirements^ and twenty or more students of college rank.
(2) Second grade--12-'l4 units of entrance requirements and
twenty or more students.
(3) Other--any other type of combination. It may be:
(a) 14 or more units but 20 or less students
(b) less than 12 units and more than 20 students
(c) less than 12 units and fewer college students.
Due Bois ranks many of the Negro colleges on the graded scale. As a com¬
parison he also ranked a few of the leading white schools. The technical
schools are analyzed separately.
Du Bois provides tables to give the number of students enrolled in
colleges, by classes and grades; the major areas of study available to
students in various Black colleges; as well as classroom hours and per¬
centage of total college time devoted to each subject. To make the picture
of Negro colleges even clearer he lists the date of establishment of col¬
lege departments.
Most cities make no provisions for high school training
for Negroes, thus grammar school students find no public high
school instruction, and Negro colleges have no public feeders.
The solution to the problem is the establishment of high
schools. Many colleges did just that.^
In fact, some colleges were criticized because of the high school program.
Note some high schools were begun and a college department was
developed later.
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The charge is the colleges were actually high schools, but deceivingly
assumed the name "college."^
The attitudes of other colleges i.e. white colleges to Negro students
varied from "I have not found a student in the state (Missouri) that would
tolerate a Negro in college"; through 'There is no attitude either for or
against them"; to "Should any apply for admission they would be welcome."
Included in the study were some comments by colleges which this researcher
found interesting and worthy of keeping for future references.
Dr. Du Bois includes two essays which examine closely graduates from
the University of Kansas and graduates of Iowa Colleges. In the essay on
Iowa graduates social and demographic factors are examined e.g. age statis¬
tics, occupation, family, geographical distribution, testimonies of college
authorities to Negro students. The University of Kansas essay dealt more
with the college related data e.g. courses taken, credits achieved, enroll¬
ment. He (Du Bois) then continues the examination of Negro college gradu¬
ates (both Negro college and white college) as to marital status, occupation,
early life and training, assessed property value. It was found that the
largest occupation groups were: Teacher--53.8, preaching--20%, medicine—
7%, law--3%. The assessed property (real estate) of 458 graduates totalled
$1,640,750.68 or $3,482.42 per individual.
There have been several hindrances to the attainment of college for
Negroes. The major hindrances have been: (l) lack of money; (2) race
prejudice against Negroes; (3) prejudice of Negroes themselves.
Before ending the study Or. Du Bois devotes a section to the philosophy
^Atlanta University Publications. #11-18, op. cit.. p. 17.
^Ibid., p. 85.
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of life of various graduates. The general suggestions of the graduates
fall into the following categories:^
1. equality before the law
2. full citizenship rights and privileges
3. the right to vote
4. unrestricted educational opportunities
5. well trained leadership.
Conclusion
The major part of the study was devoted to narratives and case studies
of various colleges. From this data it was possible to obtain a clear
picture of the life of the college bred.
The college bred Negro American as well as the colleges themselves
have been of inestimable value to the Negro and society. Du Bois and his
researchers believe the whole educational system must be built upon the
col lege.2
From the 15th conference came several resolutions and statements.
These statements range from course content to the establishment of schools.
1) There is an increased and pressing demand for college
trained Negroes.
2) The Negro graduates are at present usually creditably
employed. There are some exceptions of course.
3) Course of study should conform to the general type
of curriculum designed for the preparation of
broadly educated men to take their place in civili¬
zation.
4) There should be at least one Negro college endowed
liberally in each state.
5) There should be cooperation between colleges in the




6) Negro public high schools greatly needed in the
South.
7) "We believe in perfect honesty in living up to
catalogue requir^ents of admission."
8) The amount of Greek and Latin in college should be
gradually reduced.
9) Natural Science, English, History, and Sociology
should be increased.lO)Vocational training is a pressing need but it should
be preceded by cultural training.'
Publication 16: The Common School and the Negro American
The common school study begins with an examination of illiteracy. It
is pointed out that during slavery Blacks were kept ignorant by acts of
legislation which, if violated could result in a penalty ef incarceration
for at least one year in certain states. It is no wonder then that at the
time of emancipation illiteracy among Blacks was about 90%. There did,
however exist many clandestine schools in the south and segregated schools
in the north. The first known common school was established in New York
City in 1704 by Elias Neau. As early as 1774 the free Negroes in Charleston
2
had established a school. Once the pioneer schools were established,
schools multiplied rapidly. Most of them were however in the North. By
the time of the Civil War there were about 20 schools in Washington, D. C.
alone.^ In the border states the development was relatively slow.





Negro school system." This occurred even though the original Freedmen's
Bureau Act made no provisions for Negro education, the act was revised
to include funds for schools. Du Bois includes summaries of enrollment,
expenditures and schools to further illustrate the common school.system.
In 1866 the enrollment for colored students was 90,509« In I89O the
total was 1,296,959.
The Negro carpetbaggers are cited as the initiators of the public
1
school system. The number of students and teachers wages varied in vari¬
ous counties. Throughout the United States Dr. Du Bois examines in detail
sixteen southern and border states. He describes the school system struc¬
ture (i.e. line of authority), schools in selected counties and cities
within the state, as well as a brief history of the establishment of the
system. All of the states had a disproportionate number of white schools.
Some ratios were over 2.1. The teachers wages and school expenditures were
similarly disproportionate. For some examples: (1) In Kanawha County
West Virginia, there are 322 white schools and 23 colored schools. (2)
In 1709 Houston County Georgia showed the following division of funds
for expenditures:
Race Children Teachers Amount Received
Negro 3165 63 $ 4,509.25
Whi te 10I»4 33 10,678.28
In 1910 in Alabama
Negro 10758 N.G. 3,339.70
White 2220 N.G. 30,612.75
^It should be noted however that Louisiana had for a period of 9 years
(1868-1877) a compulsory integrated school system. It finally changed.
2
Atlanta University Publications, op. cit., p. 43.1
^Ibid., p. 102.
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Per Cent Neqro in School
Delaware 33
Maryland 29














It should be noted and is of interest that although there was the
dual system states had at one time or another a Black state superintendent
of education. These states were: (1) Florida with Jonathan C. Gibbs




The dual system although remaining for many years was wrought with
problems. One of the great difficulties in the dual public school system
of the South is seen in the lack of intelligent superintence for the
Negro schools.^ Although a few states for a very brief period had a black
superintendent, the superintendents (particularly local) were usually
elected by white voters. Thus it may be infered that the choices made
were not always in the best interest of the Black people. To complicate
matters, in the school systems Blacks with higher private school training
were not very well received by school authorities for the following
2
reasons:
1. The authorities put special emphasis on industrial
training. The trained Negro does not always agree.
2. "Broadly trained Negro teachers are feared by many
school authorities because they have 'too much
egotism' or 'individuality' and because they cannot
be depended upon 'to teach the Negro his place'."3
The planned program of disfranchisement of the Blacks during the
early 1900's was in varying degrees directly connected to public education
for the Blacks. By establishing high qualifying standards Blacks it was
virtually impossible for Blacks to vote, and thus have a direct say in
their education program. One of the standards was literacy. With few
schools for Blacks there were few opportunities to obtain adequate educa¬
tion. Du Bois explains further, soon after the passage of the disfranchise¬





closing the schools was the cost burden on white taxpayers. Charles L.
Coon did a study and found Negro schools are no serious burden to tax-
1
payers.
What is the outlook of the Negro Common School? W. T. B. Williams
of the John F. Slater Fund states:
And when the Negro is considered at a11> too often it
is merely to be told that his education is a burden to other
men, and at best that he ought not expect to reap the same
rewards from education as others.... In so far as Negro
education receives popular favor generally it is with the
idea that thereby the Negro may be of greater service to
others.2
Dr. Du Bois makes several conclusions based upon data in the study. These
conclusions are:
1. The overwhelming majority of Negro children of school
age are not in school.
2. The chief reason for this is the lack of school facili¬
ties and a further reason is the poverty and ignorance
of parents.
3. Those Negro children who are in school are as a rule
poorly taught by half prepared or poorly paid teachers
and through short terms of 3 to 6 months a year.
4. The school houses and equipment for Negro schools are
for the most part wretched and inadequate.
5. The Negro schools as a rule receive little or no
helpful superintendence from the school authorities.
6. The results and apparently one of the objects of
disfranchisement has been to cut down Negro school fund,
bar out competent teachers, lower the grade and effi¬
ciency of course of study and employ only teachers who
will be tools and won't protest.
^Coon's study is published in this study.
^Atlanta University Publications, op. cit., p. 131.
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7. The introduction of (and attempts to) manual and
industrial training has put added pressure on teachers
and caused vital studies of arithmetic writing and
reading into the background. Purpose- to train Negroes
for menial jobs.
8. The forward movement of education has been almost
exclusively white.
9. Along with the curtailment of elementary public education
for Negroes has been the tendency to decry work of schools
of higher learning, to lower their curriculum, cut off
northern benevolence, and decrease number of intellectual
leaders for the Negro race.^
He recommends that the Federal Bureau of Education should investigate the
present status of elementary education; and the annual fund for education
should be increased.
Conclusion
The l6th conference made the following statements concerning the
present condition of the common school:
1. Not fifty percent of the Negro children aged 6-14
have the opportunity for education.
2. There are many problems which are faced in the
Negro school system:
a. appropriations for Negro schools have been
cut down;
b. the wages for Negro teachers has been lowered,
and often poorer teachers replace better ones;
c. superintendents have neglected to supervise
the Negro schools;
d. in recent years few school houses have been built.
Negroes have purchased sites, school houses, furni¬
ture, etc.;
2
e. Negroes have been deprived of having a voice.
hbid.. pp. 137-138.
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Publication 17? The Negro American Artisan
"A study of the Negro American artisan quite naturally begins with
the entrance of the Negro into American life."^ Dr. Du Bois, via quotes
describes the artistic skills of various tribes in Africa. The Pygmies,
for example, although living in the Wood Age knew how to make bark cloth,
fibre baskets, and outfits for hunting and fishing. In other areas, weapons,
axes, soap were manufactured, as well as iron smelted.
In the colonies the Negro slave was the artisan before the Civil War.
"Both on the plantation and in the town and cities there was a constant
demand for his service." The slaves were frequently loaned out to other
plantations. These individuals composed a part of what became known as
the "privileged class," as well as many of the leaders of resistance
and/or social betterment movements. Some of the skills of the slaves
were miners, coppers, and mechanics. The mechanics were the most abundant
skilled group, and provided stiff competition to white mechanics. The
situation became so tense at times that some states found it necessary to
enact laws of restriction. Invariably, the states were aimed at the Blacks.
The Georgia Legislature for example, in 1845 passed a law prohib iting
Blacks, or their masters to contract with people for services. Relatively
strict penalties were imposed for violations. Other skilled labor groups,
e.g. the white mechanics in Ohio, banned together to exclude Blacks.




Some freedmen worked for their former masters, or someone else's farm,
and utilized their skills. Conditions developed which disturbed the
situation (status quo):^
1) The competition of white mechanics
2) The efforts of the Negro for self protection
3) The new industrial development of the South
(many ante bellum skills became obsolete).
2
Negroes made four distinct efforts to reach economic safety:
1) House servants, when freed, entered the fields of Barbers,
catering, steward, etc. They were replaced, however, by
the Italians, Germans and large hotels.
2) Industrial cooperation (characterized by large migrations
to the cities) in which the new arrivals joined with the
older class of artisans.
3) Land ownership of freedmen who bought land and established
an approximation of the previous closed plantation economy.
The difference is the owner, laborers, and tenant farmers
were colored
4) Group economy.
The occupation of the Negroes rested mostly in agricultural pursuits,
as well as saw and planing mills. Du Bois examines the occupations of
Blacks in all the former slave states and the District of Columbia, and
he further examined some si ties. He found "the average age among Negro
youths is quite low and argues that the Negro youths are started to work
at an early age and so are denied the opportunities for that education




discussed by Dr. Du Bois, the major occupations listed (i.e. occupation
with highest numbers) overall were: Steam railway employees, carpenters
and joiners, barbers, iron and steel workers, marble and stone cutters
and masons for males; and dressmakers for females. Included in the
breakdown by state and two categories of quotes: General conditions,
and replies of artisans.
Following the conditions and occupations of Black labor is an examina¬
tion of the relationship between Blacks and organized labor. Provided
are a list of selected unions, quotes of workers and unions, and labor
union activity in various states in the United States as well as 'Porto
Rico',' and Ontario. The general attitudes and/or statements by union
activity were: (1) some people were members of Unions, however, the major¬
ity were not; (2) the majority of the Unions are segregated, thus Blacks
must organize their own unions.
The training of the Negro artisan resulted in one of three ways:
(1) apprenticeship (of which 41% of the sample belonged); (2) picked up
the trade (37% learned this way), and (3) trade school (21%). Dr. Du Bois
believes many of the best and most successful learned under the first two
ways. There was, however, an increased interest and emphasis being placed
upon industrial training schools. "The theory of the industrial training
of Negro youth is that Negroes should be trained to take skilled and intel¬
ligent part in this development of trade and transportation and manufac¬
turing."^ The industries taught to the Negro youth are:
^The spelling of Porto Rico is Dr. Du Bois's. The contemporary
spelling is Puerto Rico.
^Atlanta University Publications, op. cit., p. 120.
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1) Repair work and tinkering. Du Bois states with regards
to this category “Negro youth are being taught the
technique of a rapidly disappearing age of hand work.“1
2) Housework--trains people to be servants, butlers, etc.
3) Trade and insustries.
Tables are provided which give facts concerning the graduates of various
trade schools. The industrial schools face the machine age rapidly
approaching and must, according to Dr. Du Bois, consider specialization
in the various schools, i.e. one school specialize in one or two trades,
another in a third trade, etc.
Conclusion
Two questions arise with regard to the Negroes' economic advancement:
(1) How far is the Negro likely to gain a foothold as one of the economic
factors in the nation's industrial organization? and (2) How far can
the Negro develop a group economy which will so break the force of race
prejudice that his right and ability to enter the natfonal economy are
assured? The major problem which has and probably will continue to hamper
any efforts at economic advancement is the racial prejudice present in
white America. “Half the Negro breadwinners of the nation are partially
submerged by a bad economic system, and unjust administration of the laws
2and enforced ignorance."
Several resolutions and statements came from the 17th Conference:
1. Negro American skilled labor is gaining ground both in the
North and the South.




as is shown in efforts by the white locomotive firemen
to replace Negro firemen, not because of inefficiency
but because of color.
3. The attitude toward white labor and the labor movement
should be to fight prejudice, etc., but not the labor
movement.
4. It is recomnended that an examination be made of other
labor movements in other countries.
5. Manual training, and industrial and technical education
are great needs of the colored people. It should, however
be noted that
a. industrial training cannot be made a substitute for
intelligence;
b. technical training for trades which are not in
economic demand is not a good investment.
6. The state of Negro property holding is improving.
Publication l8t Morals and Manners Among Negro Americans
To Dr. Du Bois it is unrealistic to speak of "racial morality."
'Every group has differences."^ He provides quotes from Ratzel, Schweinfurth,
and Kingsley describing various norms, feelings, mores for fear, bravery,
etc., of various African tribes.
In America "the environment of the American Negro has not been in the
past and is not today conducive to the development of the highest moral-
2
ity." The Negroes' general outlook is apt to be distorted as a result
of his surroundings. Quotes from twenty-nine states as to the manners and
general courtesy of Negroes. Most of those quotes state the manners and




same type quotes were given concerning the sound morals of Negroes.
Some examples follow:'
Alabama—"All sorts of morals from the best to the worst"
District of Columbia--"More honest thru fear and ignorance
than morality."
111inois--"Poor, but as compared to the white people in this
community and of whom I know, they are good."
Kentucky—"Making rapid progress but far from 'A' No. 1."
Texas—"Unsound as to high morals. Have almost lost respect
for truth."
In the area of crime "...The Negro American forming one-eighth of
2the population seemed responsible for nearly one-third of the crime...."
According to statistics in the Census of I89O and 1904, the percent of
crime per racial group was as follows:3
Year Whi te Neqr<
I89O 69.6 30.4
1904 67.4 32.6
It was important, and pointed out that the method used to gather the
statistics was erroneous and very misleading. There are several factors
which influence the number of Southern Blacks convicted:
1. Many economic forces of the South depend largely on
the courts for a supply of labor.
2. Public opinion in the South exaggerates the guilt of
Negroes in certain crimes, and enforces itself there
police, jury, magistrate, and judge.





minimizes certain other Negro misdemeanors which
lead to immorality and crime."!
Northern crime is different in cause and character than the Southern crime.
It arises from:
1. A sudden change from country to city life.
2. Segegration in slums.
3. Difficulty in obtaining employment.
Du Bois explains "...Negro crime is peculiarly the crime of the
young.Some causes are:^
1. The difficulty of adjusting the young to the caste system.
2. Poor training.
3. Demands for young, strong convict labor.
4. Poverty.
5. Discouragement arising from lawless treatment and the
withdrawal of civil and political rights.
6. Lack of self respect under a caste system.
In examining the manners and morals the thrust must necessarily shift
to the home life. Du Bois believes "the crushing weight of slavery fell
heavily on black women." In 1900 one woman in six was widowed or separa¬
ted. There are many quotes and a few tables which give light to home life,
as well as child rearing. "The children of the slave families did not






There was only limited opportunity for amusement because of the
segregated facilities. The Church provided some recreational facilities
and/or activities. The question was raised, "What is the Church doing
along this line of social uplift?" Most states answered yes as much as
they could. Illinois, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and Mississippi had negative
answers. The present conditions of the Negroes, as compared to the past,
the most common answers were "itfs improving" or "greatly improved."
Conclusion
Du Bois in the conclusion states, "this study is fragmentary and
impressionistic." There are certain things which can be said concerning
the study.^
1. The Negro race in America is in spiritual turmoil.
2. The Church is no longer the sole center for Negro
activity.
3. The Negro race is self conscious, self critical, and has
not yet grasped the great and definite goals.
The l8th Conference made several statements concerning the morals and
2
manners of Negroes:
1. There has been a great strengthening of home life, better¬
ment of courtesy, cleanliness, thrift "...and a wider
conformity to the rules of modern morality."
2. The Negro Church shows some signs of awakening to new
duties and larger responsibilities. "The majority of Negro
Churches remain, however financial institutions catering
to a doubtful round of semi-social activities. The Negro
Church must, if it is to survive, adopt a new attitude




3. "The Conference is pleased to call the attention of the
country to the fact that much of the real work of social
uplift and moral awakening is being carried by Negro
women in their clubs and institutions. No group of
women in the world have amid studied insult and race
discrimination made so brave a fight for social better¬
ment or accomplisht so much of actual> tangible good."
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Totalling about 1,104 pages, and bound in one book are the results
of eight social studies (11-18) conducted under the direction of Dr. W.E.B.
Du Bois. The Atlanta University Conferences and Social Studies were pre¬
sented annually from I897 to 1914.' Dr. Du Bois severed all affiliation
with the Atlanta University studies in 1914, however prior to his departure
he in essence faced insurmountable problems annually in the collection of
data as well as obtaining financial support. He explained "It was impos¬
sible to get help from great educational foundations to assist in a
scientific study of social conditions and needs." In the introduction
to Black Sociologists, it is written:
Obliged to use only unpaid investigators on a part-time
basis, it is not surprising that Or. Du Bois's monographs
were of uneven quality. They are notably lacking in socio¬
logical theorizing. Yet they represent a serious effort
to introduce systematic induction into the field of race
relations, when other sociologists were merely speculating
about the Negro. The publications also carried the recom¬
mendations of an annual conference that brought educated
blacks, and a sprinkling of sympathetic whites, to the
campus for a discussion of the topic researched that year
and its relevance to the future uplift of the race.3
Note that studies were presented in 1915 and 1918, however, they
were not under the editorship of Dr. Du Bois. In 1918 the studies were
permanently curtailed because World War I began.
^Weinberg, p. 197.
^The Black Sociologists, op. cit., pp. 3-4.
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The funding sources further illustrate this lack of white support. It
should be noted that the time whites did contribute (Carnegie Institute)
the plans of Du Bois had to be altered.
The Health and Physique of the Negro American--Atlanta University
Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans--Carnegie Institute
The Negro American Family—John F. Slater
Efforts for Social Betterment Among Negro Americans—John F. Slater
The College Bred Negro American—John F. Slater
The Common School and the Negro American--John F. Slater
The Negro American Artisan--John F. Slater
Morals and Manners Among Negro Americans--John F. Slater
Although speaking specifically of the study of the Negro American
family the words of James E. Conyers are applicable to the development of
all of the Atlanta University studies conducted by Dr. Du Bois:
...Du Bois begins practically every section of the book by
attempting to connect present conditions with an African past.
He does not do this 'because Negro-Americans are Africans,
or can trace an unbroken social history from Africa, but
because there is a distinct nexus between Africa and America
which, though broken and perverted, is nevertheless not to be
neglected by the careful student.' Although we know that it
would be faulty logic to assume that the Negro American can be
explained by African origins, it is equally erroneous to assume
that black history started during or after slavery....^
The category "scope of the study" is invariably followed by a category
"Africa" or "African background". In the publications where the category
does not follow references are made to African background throughout the
works.
Every study published in the second phase of the Atlanta University
Social Studies series was filled with a wealth of information. Du Bois in
writing the studies had a proclivity for including seemingly extraneous
data, which in fact provides a more comprehensive picture of Black life
The Negro American Family, op. cit., p. xii.
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and history. For example, in the study on the family he included a brief
discussion on the convict lease system and a description of homes.^ The
entire study was a process of education. A recurring problem did arise
which proved to be somewhat confusing. Periodically Dr. Du Bois quoted
and footnoted a person not included in the bibliography, thus if someone
wanted to read the original work it was virtually impossible. Examples
of this were his quoting Tyler, Nassau, etc., on pages 44-45. He also
refers to the Atlanta University commencement address given by Dr. Franz
Boas but gives no year.
There are certain points which, in concluding should be brought
up concerning specific studies.
The Health and Physique of the Negro American
There were certain points which were highly technical and were diffi-
2
cult to follow in reading the section on health and physique. It was
probably virtually impossible for Dr. Du Bois to compile the data any
differently. The section on health and physique would probably be very
interesting to someone with a medical or physical anthropology background.
Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans
There was an excellent historical sumnary of Blacks. Du Bois also
provided extensive narratives which gave the reader a good picture and
feel for the day. What would be interesting would be a follow up study
to see what became of the cooperative endeavors in I960 or 1970.
In the discussion of private schools and schools and universities, it
Atlanta University Publications, op. cit., p. 51*
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was not clear at times which was which. Some church schools were called
"university" or "college"^ but were never included in discussions of
college. This caused a small amount of confusion.
The Negro American Family
In critiquing the work the writer must agree with a statement by
Conyers in his summary of the Negro American Family:
...it is on the question of sexual morality that Du Bois
shows moral ambivalence. Thus while Du Bois understands the
social and economic forces behind the sexual expression of
blacks. He states: 'Without doubt the point where the Negro
American is furthest behind modern civilization is in his
sexual mores. This leads Du Bois to postulate a notion of
'widespread sexual irregularity' among Negroes, which his
data does not demonstrate....It is clear that Du Bois equates
a high civilized status with female chastity and male con-
tenence.^
The College Bred Negro American
The study overall was very interesting. The use of extensive quotes
gave the feel of the time. There was one point which seemed not very
accurate. Dr. Du Bois states: "...We find many graduates from the
northern colleges applying for adnission to the large colleges of the
North.He follows this by quotes from schools totalling 35 from various
locations in the United States. Of the 35, 13 schools had no Black
students, 16 had no graduates, two had graduates and four did not indi¬
cate whether they had ever had any students.
Finally, in describing the Negro American Family James E. Conyers
in the introduction explains:
hbid., pp. 81-83.
2The Negro American Family, op. cit., pp. xiii-xiv.
^Atlanta University Publications, op. cit., p. 23.
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What is then the principal contribution that this book
makes to the social sciences and to contemporary America?
It lets us know that some of the problems confronting blacks
a long time ago still confront blacks, that is problems of
power, family stability, economic support, alienation, etc.;
However, I feel the major contribution is methodological and
theoretical
Although speaking specifically of the Negro family, the statement
applies to the entire series of studies. Therein lies the value of the
Atlanta University Conferences and Social Studies.
The Negro American Family, op. cit., P* xi i.
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